This paper presents a new disparity map refinement process for stereo the refinement stage that will be implemented by partitioning the place or mask image and re-projected to the preliminary disparity images. T of initial disparity map from weakly textured. 
INTRODUCTION
Stereo vision is active study for many years. This focus comprises methods for matching processing, acquiring, analyzing, understanding images, scene reconstruction, motion estimation, object recognition and image restoration [1] . The system of stereo vision consists of stereo camera system to estimate the depth. Two cameras are placed horizontally i.e., left and right positions. These two views produce stereo images that allowing the visual depth information to be recovered [2] . The difference between the views are used to plot or map the depth of the environment so call disparity map. The study of stereo matching algorithm is comprehensively studied problems in computer vision. The research trend is focusing on achieving high accuracy results. According to this, disparity map estimation algorithms can be considered as global and local methods. For local methods, the difference or disparity is calculated at a given image pixel which depends on numbers within a selected support window size. This method is also recognized as area based method. Unlike local method, global algorithm guesses the differences at one pixel using the disparity approximations at entirely the other pixels through energy minimization process. This process is to minimize a global cost function that combines data and smoothness terms. The smoothness cost compares computed disparities of neighboring pixels in disparity map, which greater difference in disparity will produce greater smoothness cost. According to [3] , stereo matching usually achieves (subsets of) four steps as shown by Fig. 1 which: Step 1. Matching cost computation;
Step 2. Cost (support) aggregation; Step 3. Disparity selection and optimization; Step 4. Disparity refinement. The first step measures the matches between two pixels, one is from left image and another one is from the right image. Some common used methods are sum of square difference, sum of absolute difference and normalize cross-correlation, etc. All local algorithms require step 2 and normally make plain smoothness assumptions by aggregating support. In order to include more texture data and decrease the affection of the noise and color inconsistence between the stereo images, the similarity measurements are aggregated in a local region such fix window, square window, shiftable window or weighted window.
Therefore, this stage is also related to image filtering techniques. At this step, cost aggregation stage has great impact on the speed and accuracy of a stereo system. For global methods, this step is excluded in the developed algorithms since it is not using window-based techniques to aggregate the disparity values. In step 3, the disparity of each pixel can be projected by local methods like winner take all (WTA) approach or some other global methods such as belief propagation and graph cuts which include the flatness constraint between neighboring pixels. R. A. Hamzah et al. J Fundam Appl Sci. 2017, 9(4S) , 226-237 228 After the three steps, preliminary disparity map can be produced with some outliers in the occlusion regions and textureless region.
Step 4 is known as post-processing stage or refinement stage. Normally, at this stage, the methods are suggested to improve and to refine the disparity maps by various post-processing techniques such as cross checking, median filter, box filter, etc.
Fig.1. Stereo matching process
The purpose of disparity refinement stage is to reduce the noise and to improve the disparity maps. The refinement step consists of regularization and occlusion filling or interpolation process. The regularization process will reduce overall noise through filtering inconsistent and small variations of pixels on disparity maps. Interpolation process and occlusion filling are responsible for disparity approximations for these areas in which the disparity are unclear.
Commonly, the occluded regions are filled with disparities from the textureless background area. The occlusion regions are detected by using left-right consistency check such implemented by [4] [5] . The disparity refinement step combines local information from the local neighborhood near each measurement and a confidence metric. If the matching process rejects the disparities with a low confidence, the interpolation role estimates an approximation to the correct disparities from the local neighborhoods.
Typically, disparity map refinement methods such implemented by [6] [7] reach an effective refinement of the original disparity map by manipulating the information provided by neighboring pixels. Two classical local disparity refinement techniques are Gaussian convolution and median filter. The Gaussian convolution combines a disparity estimation with those of its neighbors according to weights defined by a Gaussian distribution. This method mainly reduces the noise in the disparity map, but the Gaussian filter also reduces the amount of fine detail available in the final depth mapping. An effort done by [8] which imposed weight on Gaussian filter to improve the disparity maps by approximations the lost depth values using the nearby good depth pixels as a guide to prevent filtering across object boundaries. Median filter is another common filter which applied on disparity refinement.
This filter is able to remove small isolated mismatches disparities via its edge preserving property and suitable with real time implementation due to low computational complexity.
This filter selects the median value within the window pixels to acquire the final result of
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central pixel. In [9] , the disparity maps refinement stage using median filtering is developed for real time stereo vision algorithm. Furthermore, the modification median filter by [10] which using constant time weighted technique. Ma's alteration archives high accuracy of removing noise and error while respecting the edge of disparity maps.
The diffusion technique performs a function similar to a Gaussian convolution, but an adaptation called anisotropic diffusion solves problems of the Gaussian convolution destroying edges and fine detail. Anisotropic diffusion apply smooth images without crossing any edges which implemented by [11] in their refinement disparity maps. Their approached have been improved by [12] through multi-resolution anisotropic diffusion. The disparity maps is downsampled by three different factors of resolution. Each resolution consists of 35 iterations of anisotropic diffusion. Another approach by [13] which employed two steps process to advance refine the estimated disparity maps. They have presented through color image guided depth matting process under the framework of Bayesian matting and 2D
polynomial regression smoothing techniques. Nevertheless, the methods above are produced foreground fattening effect when computing the original disparity map [14] .
In this paper, a new stereo matching algorithm has been proposed. The framework is added with BF and RANSAC plane fitting process to refine the disparity maps. Then plane fitting process is employed to obtain the disparity planes. This process will significantly enhances stereo matching performance, mainly in areas of low contrast and low texture. This new framework can be applied for any developing stereo matching algorithms at step 4 and able to deliver more accurate result. At the same time, this framework is able to enhance the structure of the output disparity map with comparison to the reference image (in this article is ground truth). The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will discuss previous works on common techniques in disparity maps refinement. Section 3 explains briefly the proposed framework and plane projection. Section 4 describes about the quality assessment methods in this article through several standard quality metrics approaches. Experimental arrangements and results will be shown in section 5, followed by the conclusions from the proposed framework at Section 6.
METHODOLOGY
The proposed framework is shown by Fig. 2 .
Step 1 until step 3 have been explained in section 1. In common implementation of disparity map refinement as explained at section 2, 
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indication for a boundary between a pair of components, the minimum value of w((v i , v j )) is selected. The purpose is to determine the segmentation group within these two regions.
If the condition is true, then C 1 and C 2 will merge as a region otherwise the C 1 and C 2 remain as a different segment. The selection comparison is calculated as given by Equation (2):
The minimum difference Mint(c 1 ,c 2 ) value of from Equation (2) as implemented by [15] is given by Equation (3) as follows:
The value of Int(C) represents a maximum value in a component. The threshold function τ given by Equation (4) 
Plane Fitting and Re-Projection
Based on the assumption that pixels in a segment are segmented to region or coplanar, plane estimation is one of the most effective ways for disparity refinement [16] . Before the plane fitting and re-projection take place, the size of the reference image must be equal to the size of the disparity map. RANSAC method estimates plane coefficients on segments defined on the reference image. RANSAC is selected in this work due to its minimization algorithm that can eliminate the outliers during the iterations [17] . The accuracy is projected by calculating the number of points within the segment that become the targeted plane projection. The plane fitting is succeeded with the points of the disparity map after the plane projection process.
Quality Measurement
In this paper, the evaluations are based on mean square error (MSE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index measure (SSIM). These methods of evaluations are tested on the final output of disparity map with grey-level (8 bits) images. Given Equation (5) and Equation (6) a reference image (ground truth) of r and test image of t, both having size of M×N, the MSE and PSNR between r and t which implemented and defined by [18] as follows: 
The PSNR value approaches infinity as the MSE approaches zero. This means that a greater PSNR value provides a greater image quality. The SSIM was developed by [18] , and this method is used widely to measure the similarity between two images. SSIM is designed by modelling any images distortion as a combination of three factors that are loss of correlation, luminance distortion and contrast distortion. SSIM is defined as given Equation (7):
SSIM(r, t) = l(r, t)c(r, t)s(r, t)
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The luminance evaluation function given Equation (8), which measures the closeness of the two images' mean luminance of µ t and µ r . This factor is maximal and equal to 1 only if µ t = µ r .
The second term is the contrast evaluation function given by Equation (9), which measures the closeness of the contrast of the two images. The contrast is measured by the standard deviation σ r and σ t with maximal and equal to 1 only if σ r = σ t . The third term is the structure comparison function given by Equation (10), which measures the correlation coefficient. The σ rt is the covariance between r and t. The value of SSIM output is positive and if the value is 0 means no correlation between images. If the output values is 1 then r = t. The positive constants C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are used to avoid a null denominator.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this research, to show the improvement of the proposed framework, stereo images are using the standard datasets from Middlebury that can be downloaded at [18] . These datasets have been widely used for the benchmarking process in stereo matching algorithms development.
The framework has been tested on two algorithms namely segment tree (ST) [19] and non-local aggregation (NL) [20] . The source codes of these two algorithms are provided by the algorithm's authors and can be downloaded from the internet. Additionally, these two algorithms have been modified to be used with different filtering techniques at refinement
stage. This modification is to verify the new framework efficiency. Weighted median filter [21] , guided filter [22] , trilateral filter [23] and box filter [24] have been used with these two selected algorithms. The value of constant parameter k from Equation (3) is set about 300 in R. A. Hamzah et al. J Fundam Appl Sci. 2017, 9(4S) , 226-237 233 this experiment. Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 
